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I. INTR~DLVTIOPZ 
We note at this point hree types of “cancellation” in direct products. Let AI 
be a group and let 
M x c 2 ,l’l >, Il. (1) 
If (1) always implies C xs II, then we say that M is cancelable indirect products. 
If (1) always implies that J x C w J x D, where J is the infinite cyclic group, 
then we say that M allows J replacement orthat M is J replaceable. Finally-, 
if (1) always implies that there exists a positive integer n depending on the 
groups C and D and the isomorphism in (1) such that x T a ,: ‘ID (where) 
x”C’ designates the direct product of ?z copies of C), then we say that .I1 allows 
power cancellation or is power cancelable. 
In studying certain problems concerning the hopficity of the direct product of 
two hopfian groups, one is lead very naturally into problems concerning can- 
cellation in direct products. For an example of this phenemonenon, see [5]. 
Conversely, sometimes problems in cancellation n direct products lead naturail!- 
back to problems on hopficity orat least are made more tenable I~!- certain 
hypotheses concerning the hopficity ofcertain groups. 
We have shown in [8] that agroup which satisfies themaximal condition for 
normal subgroups is J replaceable. The objects of this paper are: 
(i) to generalize the abo~~e -1 replacement result and to obtain fur-ther ./ 
replacement results; 
(ii) to give some evidence in support of the duality inhopficity and cancella- 
tion problems. 
1.1 Some Relevant Results 
We note that J alwavs allows power cancellation [7]. Hence any J replacement 
theorem implies a power cancellation theorem. For example, agroup satisfying 
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the maximal condition for normal subgroups allows power cancellation. G odearl 
introduced the term power cancellation n [3] where he generalized [7] b> 
showing that a torsion-free Ab lian group of finite rank is power cancelable. 
IYarfield [13] has shown that if G is a finitely generated group with a finite 
commutator group then the statements 
(a) G I: j =5 z-i x /, 
(1,) the profinite completions ofG and H arc isomorphic, 
(c) IlG 2 X “ZZ for some II, 
are equixtlent. \\-arfield’s results were motivated by 5Iislin [ill who obtained 
similar results restricted o nilpotent groups. \I’e also bserve that he isomor- 
phism (‘ J 2 1) J implies that C and 11 have the same finite quotient 
froiips [Xl. 
2. J REPI..KEMPJT REXLTS 
Proqf. Let k‘ equal (G/[(.11 n D) :,’ (C n IV)]) > S. ‘l’hen note that in this 
expression for K if we interchange 111’ and N and also interchange C and D 
we clearly yet a croup isomorphic toK. However, note 
Sow perform the interchanges in the last expression for K. 
In the sequel, given a decomposition G = C \: 111 =-- I) >: _\’ WC will et a 
be the projection of G onto M and ,B be the projection of G onto L\T. If .II Y S. 
the pre\-ious result says 
The next result will be useful in the sequel and is simple to prove. TYe omit 
the proof. 
I,Ex\I~I.~ 2. Giaen any decompositiotc G = C ;. III == I) ‘< :V then 
II’ = (M’n D) Y (lll’n N) and wp :~= (AZ/q’. 
Iht~lxrTIos. w e say that the subgroup 91 of a group I:’ is a pwfactov of E 
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if -11 is a homomorphic image of E and B is generated byN and the centralizer 
of .lI in I:‘. Clearly, if--1 is a prefactor fB and B is a prefactor fC? then ,J is 
a prefactor fC. 
11-e will designate he center of a group G 13~ Z(G). 
I,ct -4 %(,\I), B Z(N). I\-c bill slio\f that H(M/3) and _ j(.\ 1) ;rrc proper- 
subgroups of _\- and .TI, respcctivel\.. ‘I’his will sutTice toget the desir-cd cc,ntra- 
diction. For in this case, [AJ(A~Lx)] :I isa proper direct factor of 1/ -1. Howe\-cr. 
in R, .II CT % -4 so that M:,-i a (,lZZ),%. Hence the prefactor .\-Y of .I/ gi\ c’s 
rise to a proper direct factor of ,11%:‘%. Similarly, if B(:l[R) ‘I_ i 1 1 iiI )I 0wr sulyyout~ 
of -V, then under an isomorphism of S onto .11, the prcfactor .l!,! of .\- corre- 
sponds to a proper direct factor of .I!%!%. Hcncc h!- the minimalit\- r,F.1/Z,% 17 c‘ 
can see from (2) that 
But j \,, -/ satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups ,mcl is j 
replaceable. H nce (3) implies C :. .I z I) .’ J, contrary to assumption. 
To complete the proof w-e show H(dZfl) ,J :V. Of course the proof that 
.-I(.Y,>) --:.?I will be analogous. IfB(JIp) X, then (:\rp)’ : 1.’ (.1/‘);3. 
Howe\-er, from Lemma 2, (,12'),4 C 31 so that A" C -li' and hence 
.\I’ .x-’ (0’ n I\/‘). (4) 
But Q3 coinmutes \\-ith B and ,11/I sothat 0,‘/3 C 11. Hence (C’/3)’ I ((“)S. 
Hence C’ C I)‘. Hence D m=m C’ .’ (/Y n .lZ’) and hence 
Hence A,‘B is isomorphic tothe central quotient of .ll,f(D’ n .\I). TTut :V/R % 
A1l!,-l a (;lIZ);Z sothat N/B is hopfian. Hence we must deduce that I)’ n .I/ C -4 
and hence from (4) Ill” == N”. Hence 
c (.11,‘;12”) i I) :.. (A.‘.V”). (5j 
But AZj,lr” isa finitely generated metabelian group and, consequently, 11li.U” 
satisfies themaximal condition for normal subgroups [4]. Hence we may use 1 
to replace Il2/31” and N/N” in (5) to obtain acontradiction. 
\Ve notice in this proof that from S’ C II and from the hop&it!- of _II .-I, we
deduce that M” =: A”‘. Suppose C C \A ;1/ I) i A’ and S” C .I/“. 
Corresponding to(4) we have .lI” ~~ LY” ,. (11” n LII”). Hence C’ (.lI,J/“) 
(aV:;‘N”) x (D/D” n W’). If .21.11” h‘appens to be / replaceable we may deduce 
as before that C :. / q (U’IY’ r! .I/“) :, J, and therefore ,I: (; % / I _\- 
(D/D” n il2”). Ifnon-, J >: G is hopfian, then I)” n 111” must be I. ‘l’hcn 
-1 I” _qT” and we ma\- proceed as before. ‘1’0 be sure that S” C -II” v-e see from 
Lemma 2 that it suffices to assume that C’ n :\-’ isAbclian. Hence lye ha\-<: she\\-n 
THEOREM 2. I,et G C,’ _ -11 = D A JV with LII 2 z\,s and let cithr,- 
C” n -?- or I>’ n All’ be.-lb&n. A-ll.~o let !11:.11” he 1 rrplmrmhke and let G ./ 
be hopfian. Then C J = /I J. 
By using similar techniques a aho\-c one can easily show the following result 
which requires the hopficit!- of .I/ .I rather than of G J: 
2. I Power Cancellation 
W:e designate he kth derived group of AI by ill’“j and malie an observation 
in this ection which again ma!- be easily proved using the techniques we have 
displayed. 
‘T’III;ORERI 4. Let G c’ >, -1 I I) x A-, -II Q A\7. Suppose further thnt 
S”G is hopjian for all positire intgers )I, and that there s&s an integer k such 
that .ll,‘.l(l’l~) nl ows power cancellation andeither (C n S)(“) or (11 n .~I)‘“J i> 
the itlentit?Rvoup. Then there xists aninteger I’such that “C Q ,. rIl. 
\I-c note in passing that he h\-pothesis 1, ?lG is hopfian for all II implies that 
G 1 is hopfian [7]. 
3. SOME P.~RTICUIAR CASES IN WHICH THEORFRI I APPLIES 
Groups which obe!; the maximal condition for normal subgroups atisfy the 
hypothesis ofTheorem 1, so that Theorem 1 extends this class of .I rcplaceahle 
groups. 
T,et us note now that finiteI!- generated residuall!- finite groups are hopfian. 
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Aloreover, since the automorphism group of a residually finite group is residuali! 
finite [I] and subgroups of residually finite groups are residually finite w can see 
that if M is a finitely generated residually finite group, so is i%Z/Z(M). At first 
thought hen, it would seem that finitely generated residually finite groups are a 
likel!- candidate for a class of .I replac~ablc groups. ITnfortunatcly, though, 
these groups do not obey the minimal crmdition direct factors. An example 
of this phenomenon ma\ be found by examining IYeumman’s group G on two 
generators, O, II, discus&d in Kurosh’[9, p.51l.l H ence it might be worthwhile 
to note at least one class of residually finite groups which obeJ- the minimal 
condition direct factors. 
In order to do this, let 17 be a set of primes and let us call afinite group G a 
n group if the order of G’ is divisible by primes p E IT. Then let us note that if 
.lI is a finitely generated residually finite I?group, II is a finite s t of primes, and 
if either 
or 
II contains only one prime (6) 
2 g ri, (7) 
then .%I obeys the minimal condition direct factors. To see this note that a 
finitely generated group M with K generators has a bound on the number r such 
that he direct product of Y copies of a cyclic group of order p, p a fixed prime, 
is a direct factor of AI. Namely, I’ :< k. Non- WC claim that he number of factors 
in a direct decomposition ur residually L’ group must be hounded. For each 
direct decomposition fJI we can obtain a direct decomposition fsome 
finite homomorphic image of M with the same number of factors a the original 
decomposition f38 and such that JT IS a Ii’ group. By resorting ifnecessar! 
to the Feit-Thompson theorem [2] on the sol\-ability of groups of odd order, 
we can find cyclic images of prime order of each factor in the decomposition f
ill and hence we can find a homomorphic image A of :II which is a direct 
product of groups of prime order pi 1 /I, E ZI, and such that dv has the same 
number of direct factors a ilf. Hence the number of direct factors ofM must 
be bounded. 
Sow by using the ideas of Baumslag [I 1, we can show that if L’L2/ is a residualI> 
finite 17group then so is As/Z(M). For let T’,, bethe inner-automorphism of *II 
determined by conjugation by g, T,, 7: I. Hence there exists xE dl, with 
21 R-lq.y-1 :; 1. T,et k’ be a normal suhgroup of .\I with N $ R and IlIjhI a 
finite IIgroup. Then for each m E lIJ, T,,, inducts an isomorphism ‘F,,, of .IfiK 
and the map 
T,,, --+ 7’,., 
is a homomorphism of the inner-automorphisms of 111 onto some finite group S. 
1 I thank Professor G. Haumslag for calling this example to my attentim 
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Since 1‘,,, has order divisible only by primes in n, S is a n group. Moreover, 
T, :& 1. Hence in conjunction with Theorem 1 we can state in summar) 
vr~~~~i\l 5. If 114 is a residually finite IIgroup, then so is Ilil/z(l%J). If II
is a finite s t of primes and if either II is a singleton or 2 $ II and ‘11 is finitely 
Renerated, then 111 allows J replacement. 
.As a final observation along these lines, we note that a finitely generated 
solvable group obeys the minimal condition for direct factors. Hence these 
groups whose central quotients are hopfian are also J replaceable. 
4. SOME CONCLUDISG OBSERVATIONS 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that every prefactor f E is hop$nn and suppose that 
wery sequence 
where B, z is a prefactor fEi , must be a finite s quence. Then E is cancelable in 
direct products. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion isfalse. Then we may choose a prefactor .I/ 
of I:’ which is not cancelable but such that any prefactor f121 is cancelable. 
Let G C < M = D ;< N, ilI Q IV but C + D. If :Yf/3 =:iv, then 
(; .11/) so that G/D m X x Alf/(M 17 D). Since N is hopfian, ill n I) 1. 
But then C % GiM ti D. Hence we may suppose that Mfl is a proper subgroup 
of i\‘. Similarly Na is a proper subgroup of M. Moreover, as we have pointed 
out in the proof of Theorem 1, M/3 and NE are prefactors f iV and ,W,respectively. 
IIence from (I), we conclude C z D, a contradiction. 
\Ye observe that our techniques can be used to simplify some known cancella- 
tion results. For example, consider the following result (which can be proven 
using the techniques ofCrawley and Jonsson as described in[6]): 
~I'III.ORIi3I 7. Suppose that I? has a trivial center and satisjes the minimal 
ronditkw on direct factors. Then B is cancellable. 
I’voof. 11-e observe that any prefactor fR is a direct factor. \A:e may therefore 
proceed as usual. It suffices to how M/3 and iVoc are proper subgroups of LV and 
JZ, respectively. Rut as before, if say M/3 = N, we have to show -17(r n I> = 1. 
But [C/3, M/3] = 1 so Cfl C Z(N). H ence C/2 = 1. Hence C is contained in I). 
But then :1il x G/C M (D/C) x N. Since Af obeys the minimal condition for 
direct factors, JI cannot be isomorphic toa proper direct factor of itself. Hence 
n -27 c so ‘If n D = I. 
The concluding arguments of the last result lead one to wonder about what 
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can be said about the cencelability of centerless groups which have no proper 
isomorphic direct factor. Hence we observe 
'I'HICOREM 8. Let G = Al x C = N I,., D Al w N, Z(N) : I, and N mt 
isornoyphic to a proper direct factor of itself. Then if either N n C is not a propn 
direct factor of N or AI n D is not a proper direct factor of ill, then C Q D. 
Proof. Let us suppose 114 n 1) is not a proper direct factor of df. If WC 
“divide” G by K -: (D n ;\I) x (11 n C) we obtain 
(,lZ,‘D n .U) i: (C;‘D n C) ,P [AT k (D/K)]. 
However, 
S == (M/3) ‘r: (CL?) * (AZ,iAI n D) jz (C/D n C). 
Hence from (8) and (9), we conclude I) r-m K. Hence 
;I1 == (D n Al) x {Jr n [X :.: (II n C)]j. 
Hence I) n .I1 : 1 or D n Al = AI. If I) (7 ,I1 : I, then I) 
Hence 1) C C and A7 Q! G/I> % :‘I,1 :-: (C, D) SO that C =: D. If D n -IF Yll. 
then :II C D. Rut then 
so that C * I). 
\I’c observe that our arguments how as a 
COROLL.~RT. Let G Lo X x C =- X :,; D, Z(N) =-- 1, and R not isomorphic 
to a proper direct factor of itself. Then D (D n n,l) x (II n C), 
1 thank the referee for several useful suggestions. 
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